Treasure Map

Any pirate worth their weight in gold needs a treasure map
to locate their hidden loot!

Tool and Materials:
- Teabag (to brew in hot water
maybe get your parents help
with this!)
- Mug for the teabag
- Pencil
- Black and Red Felt Tips
- Plain White Paper

To get started with your map to make it look really old you
need to scrunch it up into a ball as small as you can and as
many times as you can to make it nice and wrinkley!!

Once you have done that as many times as physically
possible you should end up with a piece of paper that looks
a bit like this

Now you can start ripping the edges to make it look like it
has been used hundreds of times in the search for treasure

Now for the next stage maybe with your parents help boil a
kettle and pour the water over the teabag into the mug, a
full mug of water. Then let it brew and cool down as you are
going to use the teabag as a paintbrush, it is HOT so please
make sure to leave it to cool for at least 10 minutes or even
longer as we don’t want any burnt fingertips!! Once cool
brush it over your paper to give it colour like so

You need to let the paper dry before you can start drawing
on it otherwise it will rip. Once dry start planning out your
map, we started oﬀ with the islands’ outline

Then you can start adding details like trees and caves

Once you are happy with your map you can then think
about drawing out the treasure trail in the felt tips.

We added in some warning signs and a compass as well as
where the treasure is buried!

Then add in the black felt tip for extra details and the route
to the treasure you should follow. There you have a finished
treasure map, happy treasure hunting!!

You can also make a Pirate Hat and Sword to go with your
Treasure Map!

